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The perfect non-permanent 
window film solution.

SOLAR BLINDS ARE PERFECT FOR:

 » Sun-affected restaurant tables

 » Offices where heat and glare are issues

 » Petrol service stations for outside visibility  

& merchandise sun protection

 » Lounge rooms to keep sun off the TV & reduce 

glare in afternoons 

OUR RANGE OF SOLAR BLINDS OFFER:

BE COMFORTABLE DAY & NIGHT
Solar Blinds will dramatically reduce heat, glare and UV 
rays making your space more comfortable. They can be 
rolled up allowing for extra sunlight to come through at 
the end of the day or for enhanced night-time views.

ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF PRIVACY
Solar Blinds offer the privacy that bare windows don’t 
and offer a more stylish approach to bulky curtains. 
Allowing for natural light to come through you’ll be able 
to enjoy the view at all times or see out for security. 

PRINTED DESIGNS FOR ADVERTISING
We’re able to UV print directly on to your blinds, so 
there’s no reason for your customers to think you’ve 
closed. You can use them as business signage, product 
branding or to feature imagery.

PROTECT YOUR FURNITURE
Reducing the amount of UV rays that penetrate through 
your windows, Solar Blinds will protect your furniture 
and floorings from premature aging.

FLEXIBLE SOLAR CONTROL
Solar Blinds are available in a wide range of films to 
cater to your needs. Blend with your view, décor or fulfill 
your specific sun control needs, Solar Blinds give you a 
wealth of choice.

MANUAL, AUTOMATIC OR MOTORISED
Control your blinds any way you like.  For easy to access 
areas, choose blinds with a chain to instantly block heat 
and glare. You can even control your blinds through your 
mobile phone and program them to roll up and down at 
preferred times or by sensors that activate when the sun 
hits them.

Solar Heat 
Energy Rejection

UV Ray 
Rejection

Glare 
Reduction

UP TO 
84%

UP TO 
99%

UP TO 
97%
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MOTORISED OR AUTOMATIC  
BLINDS TAILORED TO YOUR LIFE.

MULTIPLE BLIND 
SHADES AVAILABLE 

FOR YOUR CHOICE 
OF COMFORT.

SOLAR CONTROL BENEFITS 
TO PROTECT PERISHABLE 

MERCHANDISE.



SUPER BRONZE/SILVER, SUPER GREY/SILVER
Maximum heat and glare blocked. Used mostly in 
west-facing windows and skylights. 3% visible light 
transmission.

BRONZE/SILVER, GREY/SILVER
Excellent solar energy (heat) blocker. Allows in twice as 
much light as the 3% films. Used mostly in west facing 
windows and skylights.

DARK BLUE
High glare reduction. Darkest colour in range. Highly 
scratch resistant

BRONZE
Enhances garden or bushland views. Compliments 
natural timber finishes. Used mostly in north and east 
facing windows

GREY
Enhances sky and water views. Compliments white and 
chrome finishes. Used mostly in north and east facing 
windows

SILVER
Aesthetically pleasing silver colour. Excellent visibility 
to enjoy views. High glare reduction. Improved energy 
efficiency technology.

EMBOSSED BRONZE, EMBOSSED GREY
Good heat rejector. Blocks up to 99% of damaging UV 
rays. Helps reduce the fading of furnishings. Ideal for 
max privacy.

BLUE
Good glare reduction. Scratch resistant technology. 
Maximum durability. Great for homes and offices.

LIGHT GREY
Lighter colour for greater visibility. Rejects solar energy. 
Blocks UV rays.

CLEAR
Blocks 99% of damaging UV rays. Offers clear views 
with solar protection. Commonly used in retail outlets 
and store fronts.
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Film colours 
& benefits

PREVENT YOUR 
FURNITURE  

FROM FADING.

A SOLUTION FOR SUN-
AFFECTED LIVING ROOMS.

IMPROVE COMFORT FOR SUN-
AFFECTED RESTAURANT TABLES.


